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Introduction

www.scss.tcd.ie/Tim.Fernando/AI

Outline

Can machines think?

- Turing test & the ELIZA effect

- Generative AI (ChatGPT . . .)

Improving intelligence

- agent & environment

- search & learning

www.scss.tcd.ie/Tim.Fernando/AI


Can machines think? (Turing 1950)

Turing test: can C tell A from B?

From Wikipedia, (Juan Alberto Sáánchez Margallo)

Intelligence operationalized: subject to testing

and cheating
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ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1964-66): artful deception

- use pattern matching and substitution to fake it (e.g. Prolog)

ELIZA effect: humans anthropomorphise computers

Caution: programs are quite different from humans

Siri rage (Urban dictionary):

When you get enraged because Siri just doesn’t get it.

Fooling fools is easy
though even fools can get angry.

Programs have improved hugely,
humans largely not.
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Strong vs Weak AI

Chinese room argument (Searle’s thought experiment)

From http://america.pink/images/9/6/3/2/5/4/en/2-chinese-room.jpg

- a clerk can follow instructions for communicating in Chinese
without understanding Chinese

mindless obedience 6= mind from biological processes

Just do it  Black Box, judged by its actions
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Locating intelligence (black box)

Prior Knowledge

Environment

Stimuli
Actions

Past Experiences

Goals/Preferences

Agent

Abilities

Poole & Mackworth

Intelligence: (abilities, goals, . . ., experience) 7→ action

Turing test: what to say  what to do
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Environment vs agent

environment agent

data program
Big Data Cognitive Revolution
experience hard-wired
empiricist rationalist

nurture nature
behaviorist nativist
tabula rasa innate
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Environment vs agent

From AK:

A.Karpathy
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zjkBMFhNj_g


From AK

Pretrain quantity predict next word base model

Finetune quality learn QA pairs assistant model
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From ML:

M.Lapata
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwaDtRbfioU


From AK
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Search: computation

& learning

search(Node) :- goal(Node).

search(Node) :- move(Node,Next), search(Next).

From Slide 21 above

Pretrain quantity predict next word base model

know

Finetune quality learn QA pairs assistant model

align
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E. Strickland, IEEE Spectrum, Aug 2023
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https://spectrum.ieee.org/the-alignment-problem-openai


Search: computation & learning

search(Node) :- goal(Node).

search(Node) :- move(Node,Next), search(Next).

From Slide 21 above

Pretrain quantity predict next word base model know

Finetune quality learn QA pairs assistant model align

Askell et al. 2021, from ML
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